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Aerodynamic Devices For Heducing Drag on Tractor-Trailer Vehicles.

H. Y. Wong and A. A. Rajan.

Summary:

�lind tunnel investigation has been carried out into the drag of a typical
.,

tractor - trailer combination and into methods of reducing it. Various devices

i
based on the principle of energy exchange have been developed for controlling

the ef'f'ec t s of flo"[ separation which is regarded as the cause of high aerodynamic

drag of this type of vehicle. These devices can generally be divided into three

groups according to Lheir geometrical shapes and functions namely l plates,

curved vanes and ducts. Many configurations and combinations have been studied

for the purpose of arriving at a·suitable system cape-ble of reducing drag of

an. appreciable quantity from the trailer as Vlell as from the tractor, in calm

air as wel I as in ya\V. The outcome of the investigation is a system consisting

of three individual units. They are the f'Low -- guide integrated w.i t.h an

air-duct to fit on the tractor roof, a cross-plate system to fit to the trai1er

front face and a set of corner vanes to fit to the tractor I s front si.de edges.

The first unit alone is able to produce a substantial drag reduction. The

remaining tViO units are refinements of the first. Together, they can reduce by

as much as one third of the total, using the present configuration. Further

improvement is considered possib1e. When comparing Vlith other types of

add-on devices commonly claimed to be highly effective, the present system is

superior.
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combined vehicle frontal area

trailer frontal area

tractor frontal area

combined vehicle drag coefficient

,trailer drag coefficient, DT/�pv2 AT
1. 2

tractor drag coefficient, DC/2P V AC

DC combined vehicle, trailer and tractor drags respectively

maximum combined vehicle equivalent diameter == j Ao"it /4
tractor depth

distance of the gap-space between tractor and trailer

tractor width

vehicle edge radius, rid = 0.008 for tractor and < 0'.001 for trailer

tunnel flow velocity

recess of the air-duct inlet mouth from the tractor leading edge

recess of the floH-guide back end from a plane in line with the

tractor back face

air-duct downward exit size {Fig. 16);corner vane inlet clearance (Fig. 6)

air-duct inlet size

f'Low-guf.de angle

corner vane exit clearance (Fig. 6)

air-gap between horizontal plates

corner vane extension (Fig. 4)

air viscosity

air density

yaw angle

maximum Reynolds number - (P vdl p. ) at V � 30 m/s
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1. Introdtiction.

When a streamlined body moves through the air, the air resistance

experienced by the body is mainly skin frictional drag which is comparatively

small. If, hovever , the body is non-streamline (Le. bluff), ai rf'Low can no

longer be expected to follow the entire contour of the solid surface. The

f'Low w.i I I separate from the surface at locations where the flow is too weak

to overcome the adverse pressure gradient; the result of flow separation is
". .

large pressure differences over the body and consequently large ae rodynam.i c

drag.
.. ,,'

\

'I'ho power required by a road vehicle, apart from transmission losses, has

to overcome the rolling friction of the tyres and the air resistance. The

power required to overcome the rolling friction is approximately proportional

to the vehicle speed and veight whereas that required to overcome air

resistance (a smaller amount is to overcome the driveline drag) is proportional

to the cube of the speed and to the size and shape of the vehicle. It f'o l l ows

that at a higher speed of travel, the power required is largely to overcome

air resistance. From the fuel saving stand point, the reduction of aerodynarnic

drag is of great significance especially for vehicles which have a hie;h rate

of utilisation and whi ch are constantly operated at high speeds.

Trucks and lorries commonly used for city delivery and for inter-city

transport of goods are usually of a box shape for space purpose's and they "are

subject to high aerodynarni c drag , The tractor-trailer vehicle wh.i ch has the

two units articulated for manoeuvrability with a gap-space between them for

turnin[S operation, is considered as a bluff body of the worst kind from the

stand point of aerodynamic drag. 'I'hi s is not only because of its shape usually

associated with sharp edges, but also because of the presence of the gap-space

.be twe en the tvc parts. The utilisation rate of this type of vehicle is very

high, commonly at the rate of over 100,000 miles a year with an average/ ••
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average operating speed of over 50 m.p.h. For this reason a wide spread of

attention has been paid to this type of vehicle "lith a view to seeking ways

and means of reducing the aerodynamic drag(1 - 14). The present investigation

has been conducted for the purpose of improving the drag of a tractor-trailer

combination by various aerodynamic devices. These devices have been developed

during the course of wind-tunnel studies of the flow phenomena and the drag

contribution of the combined vehicle and of the two separate units. Although

the amolmt of fuel saving provided by a given drag reduct�on depends on the

fraction of the total power required to·overcome the aerodynamic drag, it is

true that the reduction of the aerodynami.c drag is of great importance (in
)

economy and in energy conservation) for high speed vehicles such as the

tractor-trailer transporters. Some earlier results of the present investigations

have been given in reference (15).

2. Airflow around a tractor-trailer combination,

Positive pressure forces are normally found over the front part of the

vehicle, the front face of the tractor and the exposed portion ·of the trailer,

and negative pressure forces on the rear portion of the tractor and trailer.

As much as 800/0 of the aerodynamic drag is caused by the pressure differences-

in this vlay. In a potential flow regime, the pressure difference does not

exist. In a real flow situation, any action to streamline the body can reduce

the pressure difference to a minimum. The fact that a bluff body suffers

from high pressure drag is attributed largely to flow separation. Flow

separation results in the formation of vortices and an associated loy! pressure.

Separation and vortex formation lead to a high loss of energy and these are

undesirable phenomena occurring when, in the present case,a fluid floVls round

a sharp corner or a surface discontinuity. With a tractor-trailer transporter

·the -air which impinges on the driver's cab splits up and floVls round the cab

undergoing separation as it encounters the front edges. 'I'he air which / ••
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which impinges ort the trailor above the cab splits up, some of it flowing

over the top and sides of the upper portion. of the trailer and some of it

flowing downward along the trailer front face through the gap-space and under

the bottom and the sides of the lower portion of the trailer. 'Bubbles" are

usually formed after separation of the flow at the edges.and reattachment

may occur only at the rear end of the trailer where the boundary layer (or

the wake) becomes thick and turbulent. The high velocity dOvl11-f101tT in the

gap-space is vorticular and unsteady creating a.very unstable wake to the

tractor. The pressure in this region is low and fluctuant. Fig. 1 shows

the general flow pattern in this region observed by flow visualisation.
f

When a vehicle moves through calm air, the flow direction is in line

with the direction of motion of the vehicle. In gusty conditions when the

wind makes an angle to the longitudinal direction, the resultant air flow

directton is yawed relative to the direction of the vehicle's motion. In the

case of a tractor-trailer combination in yaw, the frontal area seen by the

incident flm{ is increased and there will be floY-! separation occurring along

the side edges as well as the frontal edges of the tractor and trailer. Due

to the presence of the gap-space, the shielding effect of the tractor over

the trailer is also reduced :i,n yaw. Moreover, the side flow through the

gap-space will separate from the leeward vertical edge of the trailer, pro-

ducing therefore a wide wake. Fig. 2 shows the general flow pattern in yavl.

As these adverse effects are magnified by the resultant floVl direction moving

side-vlaYs frbm the vehicles direction of motion, the aerodynamic drag (and the

associated tyre frictional drag owing to non-symmetrical pressure distribution

on the vehicle) increases with the increase of the yaw angle.

3. Flo", control for drag reduction.

It has been generally acknowledged that by stremnlining a bluff body,

the pressure drag can be substantially reduced. Unfortunately this method I ..
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method is not a.lways practicable. High drag is caused by the high pressure

on the front parts of the vehicle and low pressure on its rear parts brought

about by flow separation. 'I'h e consequence of f'Low separation is the formation

of bubbles, vortices, a fluctuating pressure and a wide wake. Generally

speaking, a drag reduction c an be readily realised by Lowering the frontal

pressure and by raising the back pressure. In practice, particularly Vlith

eXi/sting vehicles, this objective, to some extents can be achieved by means

of/"adel-onU devices. Various types of add-on devices have been investigated

subh as the air_deflector(4,6,9,10), the drag-{oiler(5,6), the airshield(6)
and the cab roof fairing(8,9,11). Al1 these have been designed chiefly to

reduce the drag on the trailer by giving it a shielding effect to the exposed

portion of the trailer's front face. Their presence, however, tends to

increase the drag on the tractor and this is not desirable for the tract'or

when travelling alone Vlithout the trailero Applied individually f they have

tho disadvantage of causing a higher drag Ln-yaw , Often Lo+ri es can be seen

fitted Hith a someHhat superfluous air-deflector, both in size and in shape,

and one may Honder Hhether such a device is likely to do any good at all.

High aerodynamic drag is closely associated with flow separation. To

control flow separation for the Hhole vehicle, it is necessary to employ more

than one device, each having its own feature to. deal Hi th the local f'Low

. condition. In the present study, particular attention is paid, to observe

the flo" mechanism around the vehicle and the effect of various simple devices

for modifying the fluid floH. Attention is also given to the drag contribution

by the tractor and by the trailer in a combined unit. The details of these

devices will be described later. Since a very large percentage of the total

drag is borne by the tractor, a reduction of the tractor drag is as important

as that of the trailer. The application of a cab roof air-deflector commonly

available is not likely to fulfil this aim. Some control on the airflow is

necessary from the cab front, around and over the cab to the gap-space and / •.

.
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and finally around the trailer. In the case when the trailer frontal pressure

has already been substantially reduced by some suitable means9 any gain that

may be further obtained by controlling the flow at the back end of the trailer

will become less desirable. Conversely it is more appropriate to apply flow

control to the forebody for it is in this region that a greater reduction of

the total drag can be expected. The devices to be considered will apply to

this area.
I

to! existing
,

i

For practical reasons, these devices should be readily attached

vehicles without impairing their manoeuvrability. They should

aliso remain effective Dver a range of typical yaw conditions and their

!
installation need not call for a high degree of' skill.

)

4. Working principle of flow control devices.

The main fuction of most cab roof devices investigated has been to divert

the air flow to bypass the trailer front face and thus to produce a shielding

effect to the trailer from the incident a.ir=s t.r-eam, In ym", conditions, the

degree of protection that an air-deflector can give to the trailer is very

limited while the tractor has to carry the extra drag arising from thee presence

of the device on its roof. The advantage of applying such a device often

disappears when the yaw angle becomes large. Other devices such as the stream

line fairing(13) and the inflatable bag(16) are generally impracticable -to

apply. In zero yaw, most of these devices manage to reduce drag by modifying

the flow with a solid boundary so erected as to produce a streamling effect.

They are not expected to exert control on the flow to achieve the same effect.

In accepting flow separation as being the cause of high aerodynamic drag,

it is reasonable to believe that if flow separation could be entirely prevented,

aerodynamic drag would be reduced to merely frictiQnal drag of a relatively

small magnitude. While it is not possible to avoid, f'Low separation altogether,
-

it is still feasible to reduce its effects even though separation may still

occur. But separation is basically the result of a fluid flow having I ...
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having insufficient momentum to overcome a pressure rise. If the excessive

pressure energy in some part of a fluid stream can be transferred to regions

where the fluid is vulnerable to separation, the flow can be strengthened to

combat the positive pressure gradient and thus to avoid or to delay separation.

Alt.ernatively, energy can be transferred to the separated flow region to

counter-act any reversed flow that may occur there and thus to suppress the

formation of circulations and bubbles. The introduction of fluid into the

I
se�arated flow region can also give ri.se to some flow stabilising effect.

I

Whp-t may follow from such an action is generally a nar-rower' wake and a much

I .

steadier fLow , Sinc.e the formation of vortices and the outbreak of unsteadiness'

in a fluid flow is a symptom of fLow instability and is a form of energy loss,

the suppression of these effects may be considered a gain in energy equivalent

to some real saving from fuel consumption. 'l'he principle of energy exchange

conducted in a passive manner appears also self-regulating and it has been

found in a reJ.ated problem(17) to be independent of the Reynolds number. The
_---

aerodynamic devices in the present investigation are derived from this

principle.

5. Model and test te2hnigue.

The baseline model used is a 1/18 fuJ.l-scale model of a typical sleeper

type tractor-trailer combination ehown in :F'ig. 3. The tests were carried out

in the re-circulated low-speed wind tunnel at Universi ty of Glasgow whi.ch has

a working section of 0.84 m high and 1.14 m wide and a maximum stream velocity

of about 30 m/s. The blockage ratio based on the model combined frontal area

is about 3% at zero yaw. Most tests were conducted at the maximum wind speed

giving a Reynolds number of approximately 4 X 105 which from a comparison

. made in reference (1) between 1/25 and full-scale t?sts, appears to be adequate

for comparing the relative effect of different devices.
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Models were mounted on the tunnel floor on a turntable. 'I'he trailer was

attached to the tunnel drag balance by a sting from below. By clamping the

tractor and trailer together, the drag of the combined unit was measured, and

by releasing the clamp, the drag of the trailer alone was measured. In this

way the contributions of the tractor and trailer to the total drag of the

combined vehicle can be observed. Friction between the tractor and trailer

was reduced to the minimum by small nylon runners between the two units.

·The tunnel floor boundary layer displacement thickness was about 4 mm,
.J

and although this meant that the lower parts of the model, particularly the

wheels, were within the boundary layer, this was not considered to be of
)

importance for comparative studies of devices mounted mainly on the upper part

of the model.

Both drag measurements and smoke studies were made in the tunnel tests.

Pressure tapping was also provided on the trailer and the tractor. It was

intended to measure the pressure distributions on both units fitted Hith the

most sui table d evLc ee for practical installation. The results Hill be

presented in a later report.

6. ])evelopment of flO\o[ contJ�ol devices.

Var�ous different devices for floH control were developed during the

course of wind tunnel and·smoke studies. Altogether over 250 configurations

have been investigated Hhich makes it possible to examine the general flow

behaviour ru1d to enable practical measures. to be taken to improve drag. While

it is unnecessary to describe each of these configurations in detail, it is

nevertheless useful to describe them in general terms and to observe the effect

produced by their combinations. Thus Vie divide the devices into three

categories, namely, curved vanes, plate devices and ,air duct devices. They

can be applied individually but the best result can be obtained from the COITl-

bined effects of the three types when applied appropriately. \,'e now /•••
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now describe the functions of the three types of devices and shall discuss

their effects when we examine the results.

6.1 Curved vanes.

Host box-typed vehicles are constructed, for vo l.ume utilisation, having

sharp edges. At edges with a small radius of curvature, flow separation will

almost alvlays occur. The consequence of flow separation is, as already

discussed, a high loss of energy.and therefore a high drag. There is also an

associated fluctuation of pressure in the surr�undings, leading also to high

way hazard. Substantial improvement in drag caIl r�su1t if the radii of the

edges can be made large. When this is not practicable, curved vanes are the

best substitutes. Curved vanes, also known as corner vanes, are intended to

provide for high velocity f10w ejection around the corner by drawing energy

from the flow stream before it reaches the corner. The vane is so shaped that

�he inlet width is very much larger than the outIet width in order that the

incident f'Low can exert a pressure on the inlet of the vane to produce a

relatively high now velocity at the outlet. By so doing, the boundary layer

Ls invigorated and the flow is efficaciously guided round the corner with some

appreciable reduction of the effects of flaM separation. Three configurations

of corner vanes have been investigated (see Fig. 4) with types (a) aIld (b)

for the front edges of the trai1er and type (c) for the tractor. The V&les

are preferably perforated or slotted (see Fig. 5) to reduce the air pressure

*
over the frontal face of the trailer and to provide 2. "bleeding" of air to

prevent the formation of vortices on the outside of the vane.

*
The vanes for the tractor are much smaller in size in order not to cause any

,

restriction to the driver's vision and they can be fitted without perforation.
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In a new design, or by structural alteration to existing vehicles the

corner vanes can be integrated into the structure. The vanes then become

part of the trailer skin which extends forward to form curved lips which direct

the airflow through the slots along the sides and along the roof of the trailer.

The slot openings are preferred to be so orientated as to allow the ejecting

direction of the a.irf'Low to be close to the tangent of the trailer surface.

A nigh tangential f'Low velocity is known to provide an effective control of

boundary layer flow separation. The general idea, though not tested in the

present experiment, is illustrated in Fig. 6.
.. ..

In cases where the tractor is smaller' than the trailer, a pair of concave

vanes can be fitted to the rear vertical edges of the tractor to give good

resul ts. 'I'heir function is to prevent the ai rf'Low from impinging on the

trailer I S front face. 'I'h eae rear vanes together with the corner vanes for

the tractor and the trailor are considered to. provide a streamlining effect

on the forebody (see Fig. 7).

Usually the drag of the vehicle increases with the increasing angle of

yaw. With corner vanes fitted along the vertical front edges of the trailer,

flow separation at the leeward edge is effectively controlled leading to an

improvement in yaH.

A corner vane fitted along the top edge of the trailer will also help

to discourage bubble formation on the roof and to reduce the wake width.

Ideally the larger the size of the corner vane (larger radius of

curvature) the better it is for guiding the flow round-the corner. In

practice, the size must not cause any hindrance to the vehicles in service

and it must not produce too high a drag due to form and friction.
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6.2 Plate devices.

'I'he plate system consists of two horizontal plates and one central

vertical plate to be situated in the gap-space between the tractor and the

trailer (A cross plate system will be discussed in Section 11). One horizontal

plate is extended from the tractor roof to ITleet the other one extended from

the frorrt face of the trailer. 'l'hey overlap each other in such a Hay that

they do not interfere with the turning manoeuvre of the vehicle and that there

is an air gap.between them Vlith the tractor plate being placed above the

trailer plate. In operation the horizontal p l.a't es act as bulkheads wh.i ch

prevent the downf'Low from occurring and to reduce the exposure of the trailer

face. Air bleed will. also take place' through the air g8,p to stabilise the f'Low

below the plates and to increase the back pressure of the tractor. The

horizontal plates by themselves Vlill not provide adequate control of the air

-flow, as a strong circulation Hill inevitably occur within the concave corner

of the plates and trailer face. They are nevertheless helpful in so far as

they do provide f'Low stability beneath the plates. (see Fig. 8).

The vertical central plate is extended forward from the trailer face to

the same distance as the trailer horizontal plate. In some part of the

experiment, it was situated below the horizontal plate extending from the

trailer and provided for its support; in other tests it was found beneficial

to have it extended over the whole h�ight of the trailer and outwardly to as

close to the tractor as poesib'l e , In operation the vertical plate inhibits

the fluctuation of f'Low in the gap-space, .and suppresses the periodic formation

of vortices. The dynamic characteristic of the vertical plate is in a way

similar to that of a splitter plate which is well .known for its drag reducing

ability. The presence of the vertical plate divides the gap-space into two

.rectangular (almost square) cavities. Any formatiop of vortex in the cavity

as the result of the deflection of part of the separated boundary layer from

the tractor's trailing edge into the cavity, is expected to be single /.
'

••
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single and stable. In this way, the pressure distribution on the wa.l Ls of the

cavity is relatively steady and it may no longer be influenced by a fluctuating

flow created by vortex shedding. In yaH conditions, the vertical central plate

is particularly useful in reducing drag (see Fig. 8). Its presence prevents

side flow from taking place and thus restricts. the occurence of flow separation

at the trailer vertical leeward edge.

Under the condition where the height. difference between the trailer and

the tractor is large, it is advantageous to have the horizontal plates curved

as shown in Fig. 13. The curvature of the two plates and the air gap between

them must be so arranged as not to foul each other .during turning operation
. .

of the vehicle. The function of the curved plates is to direct the airflow

upward and thus to reduce the exposure of the traiJ.er upper face to the direct

impact of the incident flow. Unfortunately, the advantage thus gained is

likely to be nullified by a strong and uncompromising separation 2,long the

top edge on account of the upwarrl cur-ren t , This situation, howev ar- y can be

turned into advantage by fitting a curved vane along the edge to make use of

the greater energy now available in the vicinity of the corner. He shall

discuss the results later.

6.3 Air duct.

r10st tractors have a flat front and a vertical back which ·account for

for the high aerodynamic drag. The stagnation streamline occurs rather low

down and most incident flow separates from the roof of the cab. The add-on

air deflectors commonly known in the literature provide some protection for

the trailer. Because of flow separation at the back of the deflector, and

because of flow separation at sides of the tractor, the air pressure in the

gap-space region is substantially reduced giving rise to a low trailer drag

but to a higher tractor drag. 'The nett result is an improvement on the / •••
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the total drag but not on the tractor travelling alone. This may also

explain the total drag increase with increasing gap distance between the

tractor and the trailer(12). So far as the authors are aware there is no

systematic investigation into devices for improving the drag on both the

tractor and trailer. The air duct device is a system for controlling flow

separation and is aimed at reducing the drag on the tractor as well.

The function of an air duct device is to channel the fluid from one

location to another and thus transferring enerf::,ry to wh e.r-e it is needed. It

is appreciated that Hhere there is airflow there an accompanying pressure

gradient and often an inertia force. A pressure gradient determines the flow
)

rate whe r-eaa an inertia force is the result of the flow encountering some

obstacles in its path. Like the corner vane, an air duct is to direct the

flow to a specific reg'ion to prevent a reverse flow from turning into a

circulationi unlike the corner vanes it can direct the flow into a vacant

space to give a stabilising effect to the flow in that region. 'rims the

transfer of momentwn and energy, if conducted properly, is like1y to provide

f10w stabilisation and to modify the pressure distribution on the surrounding

surfaces. Ideally we would like the pressure on the trailer front face to be

low while that on the tractor back face to be high. In practice this is not

'\
easy to accomplish. In order to increase the tractor back pressure one must

either a1ter the course of the flow and encourage it to impinge on the tractor

rear face or to break up any vortices in the gap-space from reaching the tractor

back. The process of reversing the face f'Low direction leads unfortunately to

inertia forces being produced which add up to a drag increment. The best

that can be done is to allow the right quantity of air to be diffused into

the gap-space to interfere with the vortex mechanism which is quite positively

the cause of the low back pressure on the tractor. It appears therefore that

an air duct device can take up a variety of forms and configurations to reach

the required objective. The type that has the simplest form, of course, /••
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course, is of greater value in practice.

The air duct device is to be placed on the cab roof. It covers the

whole width of the cab and it has uniform cross section. Horking in conjunction

with the horizontal plates, there may be formed a series of ducts, one on top

of another as shown in Figs. 9 and 10 with de�reasing depth towards 'the top.

The potential flow streamline was drawn for reference only. The main function

of the air ducts arranged in this way is to prevent the formation of 'bubbles'

on the cab roof and to inhibit the building-up of a strong circulation in
( J

front of the trailer. 'I'here are many' other possible configurations that an
,. �.

air duct system can adopt, the chief aim being to remove the second stagnation
, .'

streamline from the exposed face of the trailer and to reduce the,tractor drag

at the same time. To do this it is advantageous to combine air ducts with

fairings as shown in Figs. 10, 11 and 12. An air duct to provide a downwar-d

air current close to the back face of the tractor can also provid'3 a very

attractive effect. "tIe shall discuss the results in the f'olLowing sections.

6.4 Combination of various devices.

While each device on its own can bring about some reduction in drag, the

best result can be obtained by combining several devjc es according to the

special feature of each one to form a complete system. As we are dealing with

a non-linear fluid dynamic p:roblem, we realise that the total drag reduction

of a combined system need not be the sum of that of each individual unit. A

lengthy experimental programme is also necessary to observe the effect of the

devices during each stage of development and t.hus to arrive at the most

suitable combinations for practical application.

Fig. 11 shows an example of how an air-duct device has been developed.

In the first instance, a number of air ducts in tiers with a decreasing size

t owar-ds �the top is to prevent the formation of a roof top bubble and /
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and to inhibit circulation from taking place in' front of the trailer. 'I'o

avoid the unnecessary increase of viscous drag due to the increase in number

of ducts, packings are inserted between the ducts. By means of convex or

concave curving of the fairing inserts at locations just forward of the duct

entrance, a grea.ter or lesser quantity of airf_low through the ducts 'can be

arranged in this way. '1'00 much airflow through the top duct will enhance

circulation whereas a strong airflow through the bottom duct will reduce

circulation. '1'he results given in Fig. 12 support this supposition. A top

fairing is used to prevent bubble formation there and to direct the flow over
;�.

the trailer roof.

'I'he combination of air ducts, fairings, curved plates and corner vane

as shown in Fig. 13 is another example of various devices being incorporated

into one system.

The function of corner vanes fitted to the tractor front vert,ical edges

and the vertical central plate to the trailer are quite independent of other

devices. If the frontal pressure of the trailer is kept at a 10Yl magnitude,

the effectiveness of the trailer corner vanes will become less pronounced. By
,

maintaining low pressure in the gap-space, there will result a low trailer

drag and a-high tractor drag. Any influx of f'Low into this region is likely

to alter ,the pressure level and thus the drag contributions of the two units.

In this respect, the air-duct system shown in Fig. 12, though effective, has

its'limitations. A combination of a now guide and an air-duct shown in

Fig. 14 for cab roof installatio.n appears to have a greater potential. We

shall examine its effectiveness in section 8.

7. Results and discussions.

Drag measurements were taken at three tunnel speeds. As the drag

coefficients have been found to remain more o.� less independent of the

Reynolds number, only the results cor-respond.i ng to. the highes t test /•••••
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test Reynolds number of 4 X 105 are given here. The selected results are

grouped according to the nature of the devices in Tables (1-7) for the

convenience of discussing the effect of each device and of their combinations.

'1'he aim is to obtain an informative picture of the function of these devices

and their effects on drag reduction. A c ompar-a't Lve study is to be made from

the various results with reference ali-lays to those from the baseline model.

Great care is being taken not to quote percentages unreservedly, as it is well

known that a percentage value can be readily altered by U'sing different values
IS

for the numerator or for the denominat.or. The model used is a scaled-down
.-:

typical tractor-trailer combination •. It iacks 'the minor details such as
)

bumpers, mirrors, mud=guarde , drive-line, exhaust-system, fuel tanks batteries

etc. As we are making a comparative study of the effects of the devices on the

vehicle as a whole but not on those small components, the omission of these

details is considered to be unimportant.

For calculating the drag coefficient for the combined vehicle5 for the

trailer and for the tractor, the respective frontal areas used are A = 0.0296
o

2
ill,

2
m • The maximum combined vehicle equivalent

diameter is d = � AoiT/4 = 0.194 In, with which the non-dimensional cap-space

distance is 0.458 and the non-dimensional difference in height be.tween tractor

and trailer is 0.378·

7.1 Curved vane devices.

'1'he results are given in table 1. It has been found that the vanes in

(Fig. 4b) being larger in size are more effective than vanes in (Fig. 4a). As

expected, a corner vane applied to the trailer front top edge is more effective

than two vanes fit t ed to the front side edges as more flow separation occurred

at the top edge than at t.he side edges in zero yaw., J1inimuIll drag is obtained

by fitting all three front corner vanes but the result is not at all additive.
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For practical reasons, the corner vanes used for the tractor are

relatively small in size. l'mUe they are effective in reducing the drag on

the tractor, they, by drawing the flow closer to the cab, tend to increase the

drag on the trailer. Thus the nett gain is not as good as that from the

trailer V811eS which do not affect the drag on the tractor (i. e. the flow on

their upstream). 'I'hey are nevertheless very useful in yaw conditions.

7.2 }")late devices.
,.J

,),
'

The effect of horizontal plates by themse1ves iq not masked as shown in

'.

Table 2. But it is possible to notice that when the down f'Low is prevented

from occuring, the plates do give some shielding effect to the trailer. Here,

too, the presence of the central vertical plate has shown neglegible effects

in zero ym-! conditions. 'I'h e real characteristics of the horizontal plates and

the vertical plate have yet to manifest themselves \-Ihen working in conjunction

with other devices.

7.3 Combined plates and corner vanes.

The trailer drag can be positively reduced by fitting a corner vane to

its top edge in addition to the horizontal plates as will be seen in No. 3.1

in Table 3 when comparing with No. 2.1 in Table 2. Adding corner vanes to the

trailer's front side edges does not introduce any further improvement because

flow separation at the side edges in zero yaw is in no way serious. By increasing

the size of the trailer corner vanes, however, drag is reduced on the trailer

but increased on the tractor, owing possibly to the reduction of air pressure

in the gap-space. There is no difference in the total drag value for both

cases (No.3. 2 and No.3. 3). In the set-up, the presenee of the central

'vertical plate has brought about .some noticiable effect. The drag on the

trailer and on the tractor is reduced by the same proportion I...
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proportion (No. 3.3 and No. 3.4). Both the air bleed through the horizontal

plate gap and central vertical plate appear to have introduced some stabilising

effect on the flow below the horizontal plates. 'I'he air bleed thr-ough the

gap between the horizontal plates is seen to reduce the drag on the tractor,

but to increase the drag in the trailer, for as the greater the air bleed the

greater, the air pressure in the gap·-space below the horizontal plates (Nos. 3.4,

3.5, 3.6), the optimum size being 6 = 4.8 mm (non-dimensional value

6/12 = 0.054 ). Drag shifting takes place from the tractor to the trailer

by adding tractor corner vanes to the,,�d'evices used in No.3. 5 without changing

the total drag (No. 3.7). The amount of 'drag reduction from these tests
>

cannot be considered substantial. 'The value of the investigation lies mainly

in the knowledge of the part played by each device in reducing the "drag

contributions borne by the two main units of the vehicle.

7.4 Combined air ducts and plates.

Combining plain air ducts and the plate system (E'ig. 8) does not provide

a good system for reducing drag (Table 4). A tier of air duct's "lith decreasing

width to sit on the cab roof has the tendency of prohibiting the formation

of a roof top bubble. It is quite possible that they will prevent a s t rong

circulation from forming between the horizontal plates and the trailer upper

face. The airflow from the ducts when impinging on the trailer's top face

is likely to increase the drag while the f orm drag presented by the ducts is

likely to cancel out the advantage of avoiding the fO:>::'!!1ation of circulations.

Fr-om the test results, it is clear that the number of air duc t s should not be

more than three and that a better configuration needs to be explored.
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7.5 Combined air ducts2 plates and vanes.

Corner vanes are now introduced to work in conjunction with the ducts

and plate system investigated in section 7.4, From results in Table 5, it

is apparent that the larger trailer corner vanes (Fig. 4b) produce a bfTeater

drag reduction than the smaller vanes (Fig. 4c). The air gap between the

horizontal plates should not be too large. \'lhen the plates and vanes are

applied, the central ¥ertical plate can effect a further drag reduction. Two

vertical plates to fit below the trai:(e:r horizontal plate at half the trailer
,
,

"

wi dth apart, in place of the single central plat e , has been tried, but there

is no appreciable difference in the result.
\

What the two plate system might

have possibly induced is a slightly higher air pressure in the central region

causing a small reduction of drag on the tractor and a small increase of drag

on the trailer.

A systematic study of the air duct configuration has led to the conclusion

that the best result C2,n be obtained with three air ducts placed one on top of

another with decreasing w.i dth and with their exit ends vertically in line,

while the air gap between the horizontal plates is about () == 4.8
-

mm.

-,

In order to reduce the drag on the tractor, the tractor corner vanes

(Fig. 4c) are now introduced which work as expected. The reduction of drag

on the combined vehicle is not excessive. It has also been found that the top

corner vanes (along the inclining face of the tractor) are more effective in

flow control than those fitted along the lower part of the tractor. (Nos. 5.22,

5.23).
/-
i

Two curved plates in place of the two horizontal plates were investigated

according to the configuration shown in Fig. 13. The air gap between the

plates vias increased to () == 7.9 mm to allow adequate room for maneouvring

of the vehicle. The reduction of drag obtained is encouraging (No. 5.24) as

it demonstrates the idea that the incident ai rf'Low can be ducted through, / ••
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through, directed upward and guided round the top leading edge of the trailer

to reduce the effect of fl01N separation.

7.6 Air ducts with inserts and fairing.

It is nOH clear that in order to improve the floVi control system further,

the floH through the air ducts needs to be properly regulated and the exposure

of the trailer to incidence flo ....' needs to be made smaller. We envisage a

strong circulation occurring between the upper trailer face and the horizontal

plate. Because of the down f'Low , there is a strong reversed flo", along the

horizontal plate. Thus, the airflow through the bottom duct should have

sufficient momentum to counter balance the reversed floH. It has been found

beneficial to make the bottom duct larger than the rest. Circulating f'Low is

likely to persist Hithin the cavity between the trailer and the air ducts.

But it can be made weaker if more floH is directed over the roof of the trailer.

By placing a small fairing on top of the duct stack as illustrated by No. 6.1,

in Table 6, (compared with 5.21), drag is appreciably reduced. To raise the

air duct stack higher Hill necessitate an increase in the number of ducts

which ....zi Ll. unfortunately increase the frictional drag. One Hay of achieving

this Hithout using more than two or three air ducts is to use inserts between

the ducts. It is also found that by arranging a concave or a convex surface

for the inserts just outside the entrance of the air duct, the desirable

*

quantity of flow can be introduced into the duct. The airflow through the

duct near the top of the stack should be moderately weak so as not to enhance

the circulatory tendency of the' flow in this region. The air thus channelled I ..

*

Similarly, by placing the inlet of the duct either f'o rwar'd. or backward with

relation to the tractor roof leading edge, a greater or lesser quantity of

flow can be introduced into the air duct.
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channelled at that level is more likely to produce a stabilising effect on the

flow mechanism than to counteract the flow components. The results given in

Table 6 according to the various air-duct arrangements shown in Fig. 12 have

provided some confirmation to this effect.

7.7 Air duct devices in ya1".

i

I
I

compare

The best air-duct set-up (Fig. 12c) is nOH tested in ya,.[ and the results

very favourably with those of the baseline for yaw angles up to 200

as will be seen in Table 7. At zero yaw, a larger reduction of drag applieS

to the tractor while at 200 yaw, the reduction of drag applies solely to the

trailer.

As the central vertical plate is particularly effective in yaw it was

decided to observe if some diffusion of flow through the plate would produce

any noticeable ·results.
o

A slight improvement in drag at 20 ym" was recorded

when the central plate was perforated with-three rows of holes near the plate

edge next to the trailer face. But with the plate un.i f'orrnly pe.rf'o r-a't ed , with

11% and 2Cfl/o open-area ratios, t.here was a very small worsening of resu.l ts as

o
given in No. 7.2 for zero yaw and 20 yaw I'espectively.

8. Further development of flow control devices.

The functions of the corner vanes and the central veI'tical plates have

been quite clearly defined. They. can also be applied individually without

affecting other devices. The air ducts and the hoz-Lz.orrt a.L plates, however ,

have so far been treated as one unit. Various configUTations have been tested.

Although ,none of them can be considered as being .an optimum system, it is

possible to foresee the limits of such a system for further development. For

.

example, by ducting airflow to the upper region of 'the gap-space, the air

pressure there is to be affected. 'llhis amounts to shifting the drag /•••
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drag either from the trailer to the tracto:c or vice versa according. to whether

the air pressure is increased or decreased. 'I'here is no means of controlling

the flow of air through the air gap between the horizontal plates. In any

case, the air gap for admitting a bleed of air to the 10Her region of the

gap-space may not be situated at the best location. In the light of the

experimental results so far obtained, hOHever, the development of a neY! system

for floH control is possible and has thus been pursued.

As the traile:c has a frontal area larger than the back area of the tractor

it is desirable to have the air pressure 10H in the gap-space region in order

to achieve a nett gain in drag. This can be accomplished by creating a

blocking effect by placing a large enough add-on body on the cab roof, provided

that this body has a relative low drag. Its function is to deflect the airflow

from impinging directly on the trailer but it should not cause excessive drag

in yaw. An inclining plate extending from the leading edge of the cab is

capable of meeting this requirement. A test on a simple pl at e inclining at

an angle of 500 to the horizontal Hith sides open has indicated that a large

negative drag on the trailer can be achieved in this way (see No. 8.1 in

Table 8) at the expense of a very high drag on the tractor. (In yaw conditions,

a straight air deflector like this one is of no great use). The task which

remains is to seek a method of reducing the tractor's drag without increasing

the trailer's drag too much, or simply to find a means of inducing a 10\{ pressure

on the trailer face and a high back pressure for the tractor. fro direct an

airflow with appreciable momentum to the gap-space is not likely to sustain a

negative pressure gradient across the region. To direct an a.i rf'Low wi th miniinal

mass flux along the back face of the tractor may be possible to produce some

flow stabilising effect to raise the back pressure of the tractor. From such

a speculative argument, it appears feasible for an air deflecting plate and an

air duct to wo:ck togethe:c to produce some desirable results. A flo\>l guide

attached to an ai:c duct to form an integral floH control unit is thus evolved.

/
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It is shown in Pig. 14. The f'Low guide is essentially a straight air deflector

with both sides closed while the air duct has its exit slot directed dmffiward

along the back face of the tractor. The set-up yields very encouraging results

according to No. 8.2 in Table 8. To improve yaw conditions, a central vertical

p.l at.e is fitted to the trailer and extended along its full· height, and corner

vanes (Fig. 4c) are fitted to the tractor. As expected, the improvement

throughout the range of yaw tested is quite considerable (see No. 8.3). Once

tile trailer front face competently shielded, the use of trailer corner vanes

I .

b�comes less necessary. The advantage of using a corner vane along the trailer

t'op leading edge has produced no great advantage as shown in No. 8.4 in Table 8.

The drag coefficients for the trailer, the tractor and for the combined unit

with varying angle of yaw are given in Fig. 15.

9.· Optim_¥ic3ation of the new flO'll control device.

The combination of the flow Guide and the air duct ShovlD in Fig.· 16 can

have many dimensional variations, for example the air duct inlet size tf' , the

air duct exit size IX, " the recess of the air-duct inlet mouth from the tractor

leading edge X, recess of the flow guide back end from a plane in line with the

tractor back face y, and the flow guide angle q, It is desirable to find

out which combination will give the best result.

First, consider the dimensions of the air duct, in whi ch -r and ot may

be referred to the distance of the gap-space 12 whereas X and the downward

extension of the exit slot may be more appropriately referred to the tractor

depth 11• Provided that,the extension of the air duct outlet slot is within

reason, say 11/20, its shape above the outlet has been found to have negligible

influence on the results. The other parameters 1" of,. and X have the

similar function, i. e. to govern the quantity of air to be admitted and

channelled to the back face of the tractor. A large value of 'i and a small

value of X wi l I admit more air into the duct; with a given quantity of /•••
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of air to let out, a smaller value of 0(, will produce a higher flow velocity.

For a given value of � , the total drag does not vary a great deal with the

exit size while a smaller air duct size is capable of reducing CJ)
o

as

shown in Fig. 20. This implies that since the quantity of air intake is regulated·

by the air duct inlet dimension, (the dimensions of the air ducts are then decided

upon after a lengthy programme of experiment and they are give in Fig. 16)� the

exit size is of small influence, possibly a smaller exit size being better from

the drag stand point.

Now we consider the parameters 4> and y in association ,vi th the flow gvide.

How much airflow is being directed over the trailer roof depends on the value of

<p A higher value of tP will produce a lower drag on the trailer and a

higher drag on the tractor and it·is apparent that there exists an optimum value

of <p with which the total drag becomes a minimum. From the test results

('llable 9) and Shov111 in Fig. 19, it will be seen that the optimum angl e is about

p = 310. The value of this ane;le Ll e s approximately half way between <p,
and tP which is similar to Mason's finding(S).

,.

Trailer
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It has also been observed at the same time that the lower drag occurred

at about X = 6.3 mm. To extend the upper IiI) of the air duct forward over the

tractor roof to draw more air in, yielded the worst results. 'I'he air duct width

to tractor roof ratio should not be too smal l i. e. y should be smaller than

I /4.7. A slight improvement is obtained in yaw when y = 0 (see No.9. 1 and

No. 11.1). The reason for this is quite obvious as there is a large frontal

area provided by the flow guide to shield the trailer. The most sui table
j

dimknsions for the combined f'Low=gu.i d.e and air duct system according to

FiJ. 16 are as follows :-

10. The performance of the ne\-I device in yaw.

It is essential that a device capable of reducing drag in calm air should

remain effective in Hindy conditions, The model fitted with the flow guide and

air duct unit accoTding to the above mentioned dimensions together Hith a veTtical

central plate on the trailer and corner vanes on the tractor was tested over a

range of yaw ang'l es from If = 00 to
o

= 20 • The Tesults a,re given in

'l'able 11 (No. 11.2). Comparing Hi th the total drag of the baseline model and

using its values as denominator, a 31.5% drag reduction is obtained at if = 00

and 1 3. 4% at ty o
= 20. There is reason to believe that the drag reduction

can be improved with further refinement. One approach was to introduce a

horizontal plate which together with the vertical central plate forms a cross-

plate system as shown in Fig. 22. The percentage of the total drag reduction

estimated on the same basis is 32.6% at zero yaw (No. 11.3). We shall discuss

the function of the cross-.plate system in the next section.

Often, a large percentage of drag reduction has been claimed from using a

. .s.i.mp.l e . add-on air deflector or an air dam placed on the lower part of the tractor

close to the ground. It was decided to carry out some investigations in order

to compare results with those from the present devices. In Fig. 17, -one type I ..
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type of air deflector, whose front face has a gentle double curvature is placed

at an angLe of 500 to the hori�ontal. It is slightly narrower than the tractor

to a1101" the airflow in the wake to .just miss the trailer. Two fixing poad t ions ,

with X = 1/3.8 and X = 0, ....'ere tested. The case ....ri th X = ° Has found

to be far superior. Even with X = 0, the reduction of drag at V =: 00 is

only moderate. When the yaw angle is larger than 100, this type of air

deflector gives rise to a much higher drag than that of the baseline (No. 11.4,

'I'abl e 11). Often this type of device is fixed by a hinge to the cab roof,

leaving an air gap between the defleGtor and the cab. In order to examine

whether an air gap would improve matters, the air deflector was deliberately

fitted with a small gap at its base next to the tractor. No improvement in

drag was found.

Another type of device claimed to be able to further reduce drag by as

much as 35% is the placing of an air dam in front of the t r-ac to'r close to the.

ground in addition" to a simple air deflector on the cab roof described earlier.

The arrangement is shovm in Fig. 18. The result from the present investigation

is worse than the first type with a large increase of drag on the tractor.

Whatever other explanation might be conceived to justify any claim for a drag

reduction, the contrary is true, for it is to be expected that an increase of

a frontal area by' an addi tiona], flat plate placed normal to the f'Low could only

produce an increase in drag. The results are given in No. 11.5 in Table 11.

'l'he above results are plotted in Fig. 21 for comparison.

11. Discussion about the f,mction of the cross plate system.

In the gap-space without a central vertical plate the flow pattern is

difficult to define. We may postulate that even with a tractor roof device,

there is an unsteady flow having a predominant do ....m�ard component with strong

shear layers. 'l'he presence of a central vertical plate provides for / ••
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for the flow some degree of stability and helps to prevent the occurence of

a side flow in yaw. Vf.ewed from above, the vertical central plate divides the

gap-space· into two cavities of near square sections. When part of the side

boundary layers (separated) are denected at the trailer vertical edges into

the cavities, vortices are fo:cmed in a horizontal plane. In addition, the

separated boundary layer over the roof of the t.r-a.i Le.r w.iLl also induce the

formation of vortices possibly in a vertical plane. In consequence, there

w.iL]. exist a downwar-d spiral vortex sheet in each cavity. It is possible

that the air curtain along the back ·of the tractor produced by the air duct

creates some retardation to the local vortical flow components and thus

succeeds in raising the" tractor back pressu:ce. Coupled vith a much more steady

f'Low in the gap-space, a substantial drag reduction is achieved.

"Ii th the cross plate system (Fig. 22) the vertical plate and th� horizontal

plate together divide the gall-space into four separate cavities. In each cavity,

we may stipulate the existence of a single and stable vortex which w.iLl exert·

no influence on the outside f'Low , The flow field is now reasonably definable

and the drag increments due to the cavities can be more or less accounted for

by the pressures on the surrounding wa.l l s , The horizontal plate is effective

in small angle of yay! whereas the vertical plate is effective in large angle

of yaw. 'Together they control the flow in the gap-space region.

12. Conclusions.

In the course of developing various aerodynamic devices for reducing drag

of tractor-trailer type vehicles, it has been found possible to control the

effects of f'Low separation to achieve the objective. Unlike most commonly

known add-on devices whose chief function is to deflect _the airflow over the

trailer roof and thus to reduce. the drag on the trailer at some expense to the

tractor's drag contribution, the present devices are aimed at reducing I ..

/I
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reducing the drag both on the trailer and on the tractor, and they should also

be effective in yaw.

Not all the devices described here are meant fOT practical application.

They aTe included fOT the purpose of depicting the pTocess of developing an

effective f'Low control system on the basis of what has been revealed during

the experiment in accordance with the fundamental concepts of fluid dynamics.

'I'ho outcome of the study is thTee very simple uni ts � namely, the flow-guide

and air-duct unit to be attached to the cab roof, the cross-plate unit to be

attached to the trailer front face and the corner vanes to be attached to the

tractor front side edges. The first item alonE! is capable of producing a

substantial drag reduction; the remaintng two items can be considered as

being refinements of the first which are particularly useful in yavi. \men the

three unit s are combined to form one f'Low control system, as much as one third

of the total drag can be reduced. These units are easy to coristruc t and install

and they can be manufactured to suit many types of tractor-trailer combinations.

Since the working principle of each component is, to some extent,·cornprehensible,

the scope for further improvement 1s good.

In order to compare the performance of the present devices. (E'ig. 22)

with that of others Vlhich have been cla1med to.be highly effective for

practical use, a comparative study was carried out. The results given in

Table 11 ahow that the present system, over a wide range of ya\1 angles, is

greatly superior.
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Table 1 Drag coefficients of model with curved vane devices.

_.
� --

Hodel with devices CD C CDNo. DT0 C

-

1.0 Baseline without any device 0.93 0.282 1.154

1 • 1 Trailer top Lead.Lng edge corner vane 0.869 0.213 1.146
(:i!'ig. 4b)

1.2 Trailer' front side edges corner vanes 0.886 0.243 1. 136

(Fig. 4b) ...

1.3 Trailer all front edges corrieI' vanes 0.84 0.179 1. 141

(1<'
.

4b).L 19o

1.4 Trailer side edge vane (Fig. 4c) 0.899 0.37 1.00

1.5 Tractor and trailer corner vanes 0.812 0.252 1.00

(Fig. 5) without slots.
'

L ,._

Table 2:' Drag coefficients of model with plate devices.

-

No. �'lodel with devices CD CD CD
0 T .C

-

-

2.0 Baseline without any device 0.93 0.282 1.154

2.1 1'1-10 horizontal plates, 6 = 3.2 mm 0.881 0.265 1.102

(:F'ig. 8)

2.2 Two horizontal plates, &= 4.8 mm 0.909 0.239 1.18 ,

(Fig. 8)
.»

..

2.3 Two horizontal plates, 6= 4.8 mm plus 0.902 0.252 1.152

vertical plate (Fig. 8)

._



'l'able 3 Drag coefficients of model with combined plates and corner vanes.

- -

h devices CD CD CD
0 'l' C

._.

ny device 0.93 0.282 1.154

edge v.ri th vane 0.855 0.232 1.101

horizontal plates

s with vane 0.847 0.237 1.077

horizontal plates

s with vane 0.848 0.205 1.124

horizontal plates

s with vane 0.S11 0.195 1.076
_-

te system (Fig. 8)

4.S mm . 0.807 0.215 1.043

9.5 mm 0.828 0.254 1.029

(trailer & tractor) 0.80S 0.256 1.00
-

lot plus plate system

4.S mm

.

&. Modcl �t

3.0 Baseline without a

3.1 'l'railer top fr6nt

(Fig. 4a) plus two

3.3 Trailer front edge

(Fig. 4b) plus two

at 0 = 3.2 mm

3.4 Trailer front edge

(Fig. 4b) plus pIa

with6=3.2mm

3. 5 AB 3. 4 exc ept 6 =:

3. 6 As 3.4 exc ept 6 =

3.7 Corner vane system

(Fig. 5) w.i t.hout s

(Fig, S) w.i bh 6 =

I
at 6 = 3.2 mm

Trailer front edge

(Fig. 4a) plus two

at 6 =: 3.2 mm



'l'able 4

,____1

No.

4.0

4.1

4.2

4 7-
. )

4.4

:Ora0 coefficients of model with combined air ducts and plates.

-

with devices CD C CDNodel Drll
I

0 C

Baseline without any devices. 0.93 0.282 1.154

One air duct ( -r -- 12.7 mm) plus 0.839 0.126 1.13

plates (Pig. S) with .; = 4.8 mm

Two air ducts ( or :::: 12.7 mm , 7.9 mm) 0.84 0.193 1.124

.plus plates (Fig. 8) Hith 6 :::: 4.8 mm

Three air ducts ('2" == 12.7 mm , 7.9 mm, 0.832 00182 1.126
I

7.9 mm) plus plates (:B1ig. 8) wi t.h

{; = 4.8 mm

Four air ducts (� = 12.7 mm, 7.9 mm , 0.843 0.175 1.146

7.9 mm, 7.9 mm ) plus p'l at.ee (Fig. 8)
with c.\ == 4.8 mm

-



Table 5

and vanes.

Drag coefficients of model with combined air ducts, plates

No. I10del

5.0 Baseline \1i thou

CORNER VAlmS PI

5.1 One air duct (
horizontal plat

trailer oil fro

(Pig. 4a)

5.2 Two air ducts (
plus horizontal

5.3 Two air ducts,
in addition, a

5.4 Devices as 5.3

5.5 Two air ducts (
plus two horizo

plus two vertic

horizontal plat
corner vanes (1"

COHN1'R VANES F'r

-

with devices. CD CD CD
0 '1' C

t any devices. 0.93 0.282 1.154

G. �

l' = 8.7 mm) plus 'two 0.804 0.157 1.109

-es ( 6 = 3.2 mm) plus

nt edges corneT vanes

tf = 12.7 mm, 7.9 mm) 0 e . 79 0.131 1.121

plates and vanes as 5.1

plates arid vanes as 5.2, 0.771 0.132 1. Ot37

vertical plate (Pig. 8)

except � = 9.5 rnm 0.793 0.198 1.04

6f' = 12.7 mm, 7.9 mm) 0.778 0.126 -1.107

ntal plates 6= 3.2 mrn ,

'al plates below trailer

es plus tractor all front

ig. 4a)

G. 4b

�= 12.7 rnm) plus plate 0.766 0.109 1.107

8) Hith 6= 3.2 rum plus

es vanes (:F'ig. 4b)

1'= 12.7 mrn , 7.9 mrn ) plus 0.753 0.115 1.081

(Fig. 8) with 6= 3.2 mm,

I edges vanes (Fig. 4b) ,>

-

-

5.6 One air duct (
assembly (Fig.
trail er all edg

5.7 Tvro air ducts (
plate assembly

plus trailer al



'rable 5 .(continued)

CD C C
No. Hodel with devices. DT DC0

,_.

5.8 Three air ducts ( 1'= 12.7 mm, 7.9 mm, 0.743 0.119 1.06

7.9 mm) other devices same as 5.7

5.9 Four air ducts ( '1"= 12.7 rom, 7.9 mrn , 0.736 0.101 1.07

7.9 mm, 7.9 mm) other devices same as

5.7
,-

5.10 One air duct ( 'r= 12.7 mm) system 0.754 0.121 1.073

same as 5.6 except O=4.8mm

5.11 Two air ducts ( T== 12.7 mrn , 7.9 rnm) 0.754 0.127 1.066

system same as 5.7 except iI=4.8mm

5.12 Three air duc t s ( l' = 12.7 mrn, 7.9 rnm , 0.738 0.116 1.055

7.9 mm }, syetem same as 5.8 except

6= 4.8 lTlfTl

5.13 Four air ducts ( -r = 12.7 lTlfTl, 7.9 riun, 0.746 0.113 1.071

7.9 mm , 7.9 mm) system same as 5.7

except 6= 4.8 mm

5.14 One air duct ( 'r= 12.7 mrn) , system 0.772 0.189 1.013

same as 5.6 except 6 = 9.5 mm

5.15 TvIO air ducts ( T= 12.7 rnm , 7.9 mm) 0.760 0.180 1. 011

system same as 5.7 except 6= 4.8 lTlfTl

5.16 Three air ducts ( '1'= 12.7 mm , 7.9 lTlfTl , 0.771 0.185 1.020

7.9 rom) system same as 5.8 except

6= 9.8 lTlfTl

,



Table 5 '(continued)
.--

CD CD C
a T DC

y 7.9 rmn , 0.780 0.168 1,047

a.s 5.9

IC. 4c

'plus plate 0.744 0.202 0.959

r vanes

.8 mrn

7.9 mm) 0.737 0.193 0.959

, 7.9 mm , 0.731 0.20 0.937

s 5.18

m, 7.9 mrn, 0.730 0.213 0.919

s 5.18

.20 bottom 0.772 0.161 1.052

es removed

.20 top 0.794 0.190 1.055

nes removed

7.9 mm, tvm 0.719 0.193 0.928

mm) all

)
-

I

No. Hodel Hith devices.

5.17 Four air ducts ( 1 = 12.7 mm

7.9 mm, 7.9 mm) system same

except b= 9.8 mm

TRACTOH COHNER VANES AnDED F
----_-

5.18 One air duct (�= 12.7 mm)
assembly (Fig. 8) plus corne

(Fig. 4b a.nd Fig. 4c) & = 4

5.19 'rHO air ducts ( ¢ = 12.7 rnm ,

other devices same as 5.18

5.20 Three air ducts ( tr( = 12.7 mm

7.9 mm) other devices same a

5.21 Three air ducts ( �= 12.7 m

7.9 mm) other devices same a

ducts in line at rear end.

5.22 Three air - duct system as 5

portion of tractor corner van

5.23 Three air - duct system as 5

portion of tractor corner va

CURVED PLA'l'ES.

5.24 Curved plates (Fig. 13) 6=
air ducts (1' :

= 7.9 mm, 7.9

corner vanes (Fig. 4b and 4c



'I',able 6 Drag coefficients of model with inserts between ducts, plus plate

assembly and corner vanes.

No. Model \<lith devices. ] CD I C CD
0 Drr C

6.0 Baseline without any devices. 0.93 0.28.2 1.154

6.1 Three air ducts ( '( = 12.7 mm, 7.9 mm, 0.707 0.190 0.911

7.9 mm) plus a fairing on very top,

plus plate assembly (Fig. 8) /)=4.8mID
vanes (Fig. 4b and 4c) •

6.2 'I'hre e air ducts as (Fig. 12a) plate 0.718 0.212 0.902

assembly (Fig. 8) h = 4.8 nun, vanes

(Ji'ig. 4b and 4c).

6.3 Three air ducts as (Fig. 12c) others 0.70 0.194 0.896
same as 6.2

6.4 Three air ducts as (Fig 12c) others 0.696 0.224 0.852

same as 6.2

,

6.5 Three air ducts as (Fig. 12d) others 0.70 0.206 0.881

same as 6.2



Table 7 Drag coefficients of model'with air duct devices in yaw.

--

No. 110del with devices
Yaw angle CD CD CD

VI ° T C

- -

7.0 Baseline without devices. 0° 0.93 0.282 L 154

5° 1.116 0.521 1.163
10° 1.524 1.081 1.207

15° 1.880 1.379 1.334

20° 2.185 1.678 1.457

,.

'7. 1 Air duct system (Fig. 12c), 0° 0.696 0.224 0.852

corner vanes (:F'ig. 4b, 4c), 5° 0.885 0.409 0.927

plate assembly (Fig. S), 10° 1.207 0.706 1.08

6 = 4.8 mm. 15° 1.539 1.05 -1.237

20° 1. 916 1. 331 -1.452
"

7.2 Device system as 7.1 , central 0° 0.702 0.197 0.894

vertical plate perforated with 20° 1. 957 1. 348 1.497 I
i
I

holes, open area ratio 11% for

"/I = 0° and 20% for 1fJ = 20°.
-

7.3 Device system as 7.1, central 20° 1.899 1.341 1.413

vertical plate perforated with

three rows of holes near edge

next to trailer face, open- area

ratio :::: 3/11 X 20% = 5.5%.
-



'I'abI e 8 Drag.coeffj_cients of model· with various devj_ces in yaH,

---

I

Yaw angle CD C CDNo. Hodel with devices. DT"{1 ° C

8.0 Baselj_ne without devices. 0° 0.93 0.282 1.154

5° 1.116 0.521 1. 163
10° 1.524 1.018 1.207

15° 1.880 1.379 1. 334

20° 2.185 1.678 1.457

8.1 A stra,ight air deflector inclin- 0° 0.761 -0.33 I 1.642

-ing at 50° from tractor roof- 5° 0.958 0.04 '1.506
front edge, sides open. 10° 1.40 0.458 1.702

I15° 1.822 0.818 1.864
20° 2.244 1.287 2.040 I

8.2 Devices as Fig. 14, (p = 35° but 0° 0.673 0.007 1.084

without tractor corner vanes and 5° 0.888 0.23 1.155

10°
I

central vertical plate. 1.387 0.678 1.409
I

15° 1.868 1.072 ,
1. 692

20° 2.166 -1.303 1.893
I

8.3 Devices as Fig. 14,</) = 35°, plus 0° 0.67 -0.005 1.10

tractor corner vanes and central 5° 0.811 0.214 1.061

plate. 10° 1.128 0.553 1.143

15° 1.519 0.95 1.282

20° 1. 91 1.36 1.422

8.4 Devices Fig. 14, cp ° 0° 0.668 0.005 1.079as = 35 , .

SO
�

plus trailer top edge corner 0.84 0.236 1.07

vane. 10° 1. 161 0.585 1.153

15° 1.503 0.937 1.273

20° 1.817 1.30 1. 332

-



Table 9· Drag coefficients of model with varying f'Low guide angle <p
in zero yaw.

No. Model with d ev.Lc es ,

Plow-guide CD CD CD
angle <p ° T C

-

,

9.1 Device - system as Pig. 16, 22° 0.888 0.399 0.944

y = 20 mm, 'f - 8.9 mm, 31° 0.641 0.119 0.894

0(,= 3.2 mm
, X = 6.3 mm. 35° 0.674 -0.006 1.102

45° 0.734 -0.057 1.263

50° 0.779 -0.104 1.395
I

..

,

9.2 Device·- system as Fig. 16, 22° 0.897 0.385 0.976
'f= 12.7 20 nun,

�AO 0.662 0.0'75 0.98'1mm, y = )1

ex; = 3.2 rnm, X = 6.3 rnrn. 35° 0.695 0.013 1.113

45° 0.763 -0.046 1.297

50° 0.799. -0.074 1.390

9.3 Device system as Fig. 16, 22° 0.992
I

0.438 1.065-

I
32 rnm , f(' = 12.7 rnrn,

°
0.707 0.087 1.040y = --31 I

oC = 3.2 mm , upper lip of air- 35° 0.727 -0.005 1.189
duct extended forward giving 45° 0.790 -0.050 1. 345

-x = 6.3 mm. 50° 0.831 -0.090 1.461
-X

�h;-Nr
t

'I'r-ac t.or



'l'abl e 10 Drag coefficient of model with varying air duct exit width 0("

for � = 310 in zero yaw.

- - --

-.0<:-
CD C

No. Nodel with devices. (mm) Drr0

10.1 Device system as Fig. 16, y = 20 mm, 1.6 0.634 0.116 0.886

X = 6.3 mm, If' = 8.9 mm
,.

3.2 0'.641 0.118 0.897

4.8 0.641 0.150 0.855

6.4 0.�44 0.129 0.886

10.2 Devlce system as Fig. 16, y = 20 mm , 1.6 0.658 0.060 0.994
�

X � 6.3 mm , '1' = 12.7 mm , 3.2 0.661 0.075 0.981

4.8 0.663 0.073 0.988

6.4 0.674 0.078 0.997

-

�;-
",



Table 11 Drag coefficients of model with optimised devices from present

study and other type of devices investigated by others.

No. Model Hith devices. !yaw;ngle! CD CD CD
° T C

.-

11.0 ;Baseline Hithout any devices I 0° 0.93 0.282 1.154

5° 1.116 0.521 1.163
10° 1.524 1.018 1.207

15° 1.880 1.379 1.334

20° 2.185 1.678 1.457
,-

II • 1 Devices as }'ig. 16, y = 1/4� 7 , 0° 0.634 0.116 0.886

tP == 31° 5° 0.849 0.317 0.983

10° 1.175 0.701 1.036

15° 1.601 1.10 1.229

20° 1.933 1.427 1.361

11.2 Devices as E1it; • 16, y ==' 0, 0° 0.637 0.013 1,019

� = 31° 5° 0.833 0.211 1.090

10° 1.138 0.555 1.158

15° 1.488 0.920 1.270

20° 1.892 1.272 1.488

11. 3 Devices as No. 11.2 plus 0° 0.627 0.020 0.994

horizontal plates as shoHn in 5° 0.799 0.227 1.015

Fig. 22 10° 1.166 0.574 1.178

15° 1. 513 0:927 1.301

20° 1.892 1.271 1.489

11.4 Air deflector as Fig. 17, X == 0 0° 0.718 -0.042 1.219

(CD = 0.742 when X == 1/3.8 at 5° 1.010 0.268 1.306
° 10° 1.590 0.88 1.485

�

° 15° 1.267 1.667W=o ). 2.00

20° 2.33 1.597 1.794
"

11.5
,

0°Air deflector plus tractor air 0.788 -0.08 1.381
dam as Fig. 18, X ::::: 0 5° 0.938 0.103 1.395

10° 1.491 0.714 1.531

15° 2.00 1.25 1.690
200 2.359 1. 577 1.866
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FLOW PATTERN AROUND A TRACTOR - TRAILER

VEHICLE IN YAW
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£1g1 WIND TUNNEL TEST MODEL OF A TRACTOR -TRAILER
. LORRY TO 1/18 SCALE OF FOLLO\;/[NG DIMENSiONS

WIDTH OF TRACTOR AND TRAILER = 2 '44m
. GAP DISTANCE BETWEEN TRACTOR AND TRAILER= 1· 6m

ALL CORNERS HAVE NON-DIMENSIONAL RADIUS rid:: 8/1000 (TRACTOR)
d= VEHICLE EQUIVALENT DIAMETER = JA01T/4

3·0Sm

�����������'�4r2r
r�···_:-_�_-�---�._j

O'4m
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�
r t- 2m

� T'
"I
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EjgJL CORNER VANES FOR THE FRONT EDGES OF TRAILER
AND TRACTOR.

.

j_�)' .

[ ��),
� , ',In:t-- ,

�..

�

TRAILER -

-

FLOW
...

tRACTOR CORNER VANE TRAIl6H CORNER· VANE TRAILER CORNER VANE



TRAILER

CURVED VANES
t ----. _

F· c
, .,.Jg.2:_

TRAILER FRONTAL
CORNER VANES

TRACTOR FRONTAL
(ORNER VANES

TRACTOR

Ol

� � AIR SLOT
.

INTEGRAL CURVED VANES

TRAILER
INTEGRAL

/ VANES
0

\l�0
I �0
0 SLOTS ALONG

.

S IDES AND ROOF
0 ANGLE OF OPENING
8 SHOULD BE CLOSE

t0 TO TANGENT OF
,

SURFACE AIRFLOW



·

,

fig]:, CORNER VANES FOR TRACTOR WHOSE WIDTH IS
·.SMALLER THAN THAT OF THE TRAILER

FRONT VANES REAR VANES
�--�

-�"'" TRACTOR

�---.......

TRAILER FRONT VANES

'Yr---

,.,

TRAILER



PLATE DEVICES

Fig.8.--

FRONT FACE
OF TRAILER

HORIZONTAL PLATES

(> - AIR GAP BETWEEN HORIZONTAL PLATES

TRACTOR

CENTRA�
VERTICAL
PLATE



.Elg� FLOW CONTROL DEVICES FOR GAP SPACE
AND FOR TRACTOR ROOf

6 = HORIZONTAL PLATES GAP DISTANCE

d = MAXIMUM VEHICLE EQUIVALENT DIAMETER.

r = ENTRANCE HEIGHT OF AIR- DUCT.

TRAILER

HORIZONTAL
PLATES(d)

J'

AIR-DUCTS

CENTRAL VERTICAL PLATE'

TRACTOR

ONE VERSION OF AIR DUCT

ARRANGEMENT '

SOLID ADD- 0 N g=--.JfLz:z:z::z:zzz::z:z::a::a::z::z:j�J
PIECES

TRACTOR



POTENTIAL FLOW
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POTENTIAL FLOW
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· ElgJI. VARIOUS AIR-DUCT' ARRANGEMENTS ON DRIVER CAB ROOF
I i AIR DUCT

BASELINE DRAG COEFFCiENTS

lZZZZI SOLID PIECE

COo = O· 93 - COMBINED UNIT

Co = O' 282 - TRAILER
T

CD(=l'154��
!

__.;....
--'

TRACTOR ROOF

CD = 0'718
o

COT = 0 '212

CD = 0'902
c

(0)

- -

TRACTOR ROOF

-

'.,'

TRACTOR ROOF

CD =0·696
o

CD = 0 ·224
T

(D = 0 ·852
c .

i(C)

CD = 0·70
o

RESULTS SHOWN HERE ARE FROM THESE C = o· 206
DEVICES WORKING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE C

Dr
O· 881

PLATE ASSEMBLY AND CORNER VANES AT Dc
ZERO YAW (FIGS. 5 and 8 ) (d)
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Figj2 AERODYNAMIC DRAG OF TRACTOR -TRAILER COr1BINATION
WITH VARIOUS DEVICES IN YAW AT Re' = 4 x 1 05 ':"'

DRAG ON COMBINED UNIT

2·2 COo
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1 ·8

1 ·6
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I
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10·8

,0 ·6

0·4
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cp = ANGLE OF FLOW GUIDE t 3.50 )

1fs y.�w ANGLE (DEG)

N--
y_----

BASELINE MODEL

WITH STRAIGHT FLOW DEFLECTOR
(50°)
WITH DEVICE AS SHOWN IN Fig.14.
BUT WITHOUT TRACTOR CORNER
VANES AND VERTICAL PLATE,
WITH DEVICE AS SHOWN IN Fig: 14
WITH DEVICE AS SHOWN IN Fig."14
PLUS CORNER VANE ALONG
TRAILER TOP EDGE

DRAG ON TRAILER DRAG 0 N TRACTOR

1·6 2·0
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Fig� OPTIMU�� CONFIGURATION fOR COMBINED AIR- DUCT, FLOW

GUIDE,CENTRAL PLATE AND TRACTOR VANE DEVICES

f1 =Oo096m1'f2=O·089m, y_ 0,11/407
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fjgll ONE TYPE OF AIR DEFLECTOR TESTED

i1 = O'096m, !z= O'089m, i3= 0-135m.

TRAILER

GAP-SPACE

AIR DEFLECTOR

---- �1 --..-I

TRACTOR

TRACTOR
�--- .e3

.Eig� COMBINED AIR DEFLECTOR AND AIR DAM

AIR DEFLECTOR

TRACTOR

" "

/1'

·1.
��.



Fig. 19. TOTAL DRAG COEFFICIENT OF MODEL AGAINST VARYING
--

FLOW GUIDE ANGLE cp (TABLE 9)

\
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\ '\ .,A
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figll AEROD�,NAMIC DRAG OF TRACTOR-TRAILER COMBINATION
,.

WITH 'VARIOUS DEVICES IN YAW AT Re= 4 x 105
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Fig.22. AIR-DUCT AND PLATES COMBINATION
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